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Logo Basics
THE SCHOOL LOGOS

LONG LOGO
This version is the primary School of Engineering logo to be used until
further notice. It is also best used for outside audiences where the full name
adds additional information. It is used when the communications would
benefit from a more formal approach.

SHORT LOGO
This version is for show now and not to be used as the primary NYU logo until
officially approved by Marketing & Communications and Administration. It Is
easily recognized at a variety of sizes for both print and digital communications.

STACKED LOGO
This version is used in a few instances in which the final size is too small or too
large, such as in small digital applications and large outdoor flag applications.
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PRIMARY USE
Ideally, the logo should be reproduced in Violet (PMS 2597). It can also be reproduced in black or reversed out
to white from a dark background.

MINIMUM SIZES

CLEAR SPACE

To maintain full legibility, never reproduce the logo at

Allow the logo room to breath and maintain an appropriate

heights smaller than 0.25 inches tall for print and

amount of clear space around the logo. “X” represents

30 pixels tall for digital. There is no maximum size limit,

one-half the size of the torch in the box and is used as a

but use discretion when sizing the logo. It should never

measuring tool to help maintain clearance.

be the most dominant element on the page.

Print

Digital (web, mobile, tablet, video)

1/2 X

X

1/2 X

0.25”

1/2 X

1/2 X

30 pixels
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Usage
GUIDELINES

DO USE THE ENTIRE LOGO
The School of Engineering logo includes the logomark
combined with the logotype (see example below). Through
consistent use, we can create a distinctive visual identity
that is easily recognized and that can be protected from
impostors or unauthorized uses.

Logomark

Logotype

LOGO

DO NOT CHANGE THE LOGO
The logo should not be altered in any way. Do not create a
different torch.

Do not distort the shape of the logo.

Do not crop the torch in a different way.

Do not create other logos using the torch.
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DO NOT CHANGE THE LOGO

Do not color the school logo with other colors.

Do not rearrange the elements or redraw the school logo.

Do not color the torch in another color.

Do not lock up additional type inside the clear space.

Department of Finance

Department of Finance

Department of Finance
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Usage
GUIDELINES

DO USE THE LOGO THIS WAY

DO NOT USE THE LOGO THIS WAY

Do not make the torch transparent.

Do not use the black logo on an NYU violet background.

Do not use the NYU violet logo on a black background.

Do not use the logo over busy backgrounds.

Do not use the color logo over backgrounds where there is
not enough contrast to have the logo stand out.
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PLACEMENT

DO USE THE LOGO IN THIS WAY

DO NOT USE THE LOGO THIS WAY

Use top/bottom, left/right positioning to communicate

The size and placement of the logo should be organized

hierarchy or organizational structure.

in a professional manner.

DEPARTMENT NAME
OR INITIATIVE CAN GO HERE

Title of
Publication

Title of
Publication

DEPARTMENT NAME
OR INITIATIVE CAN GO HERE

Title
Title of of
Publication
Publication
DEPARTMENT NAME
OR INITIATIVE CAN GO HERE

DEPARTMENT NAME
OR INITIATIVE CAN GO HERE

Do not make the logo the most
dominant image on the page.

DEPARTMENT NAME
OR INITIATIVE CAN GO HERE

Title of
Publication

Title of
Publication

DEPARTMENT NAME
OR INITIATIVE CAN GO HERE

is
proud to
is proud to
announce
announce
DEPARTMENT NAME
OR INITIATIVE CAN GO HERE

Do not use the logo as a word

DEPARTMENT NAME
OR INITIATIVE CAN GO HERE

in a sentence.

Title of
Publication

Title of
Publication
DEPARTMENT NAME
OR INITIATIVE CAN GO HERE
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Usage
KEEP IN MIND

DO NOT CREATE UNNECESSARY LOGOS
Separate logos for your unit, project, department, institute, or center are unnecessary and add to the complexity and clutter
of NYU’s visual landscape. Below are the reasons why NYU does not allow additional or new logos.

1.

The NYU logo reflects our strong reputation.

4. Using the NYU logo makes communications clear.

By using the NYU logo, you are tapping into

The most effective communications are simple.

a globally recognized brand identity and a

Unfamiliar or multiple logos add to the complexity

reputation that has been built over NYU’s nearly

of communications and place an extra burden

200-year history. Separate or unique logos often

on the audience to decipher your messages.

confuse the audience and your message.
2. A coordinated visual identity builds and

5. NYU has sufficient resources to effectively
promote its brand to the benefit of all units

reinforces the larger NYU brand.

within the University.

Seemingly unrelated logos do not serve the

Promoting a brand and logo takes considerable

interests of the individual unit or NYU as a whole.

financial resources and time. Most initiatives

The name recognition of units within NYU is

do not have the resources or expertise to effectively

strengthened through the collective power

brand themselves through widespread advertising

of a single brand.

and marketing.

3. The professional design of the NYU logo has
endured the test of time.
The NYU logo was designed by Tom Geismar from
Chermayeff & Geismar, the renowned branding
firm behind some of the world’s leading logos, like
NBC, Mobil, PBS, and the Smithsonian. Logos that
are not designed by professionals can damage
an initiative and undermine the University’s
reputation.
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Colors
PRIMARY COLOR

SECONDARY COLOR

The primary color is NYU Violet (PMS 2597). In most cases,

The secondary color is Tandon Green (PMS 377). In most

the NYU Violet appears as the most dominant color.

cases, the Tandon Green serves as an accent color.

NYU Violet

Tandon Green

PMS: 2597
CMYK: C85, M100, Y0, K0
RGB: R87, G6, B140
HEX: 57068c

CMYK: C57, M0, Y100, K0
RGB: R123, G193, B67
HEX: 7bc143

EXAMPLES
The NYU Violet is the most noticeable color accented by the Tandon Green.
EVENT POSTER

BROCHURE COVER

A
BRIDGE
TO

NYU
TANDON
A COMPUTER SCIENCE BRIDGE FOR
NON-COMPUTER SCIENTISTS

NO CS
DEGREE
REQUIRED

ACCELERATED
14-WEEK ONLINE
COURSE

SELF-PACED
TO FIT YOUR
SCHEDULE

COST: $1,500
(EQUIVALENT TO 3
TRADITIONAL COURSES)

CALLING ALL NON-CS MAJORS
DESIGN APPS • BUILD SOFTWARE • CREATE GAMES
DESCRIBE CYBERSPACE • WRITE THE WEB • LAUNCH A DIGITAL
COMPANY HARNESS BIG DATA • AUGMENTED REALITY • CHANGE LIVES
From film and fashion to healthcare and finance, every industry relies on computer
scientists. Get on the path to becoming a computer scientist by taking the Bridge
to Tandon CS Program. In 14 weeks, gain the skills and experience necessary to
apply for a MA in CS at NYU Tandon.
LEARN MORE AND APPLY BY NOVEMBER 15TH. BEGIN JANUARY 24TH.
ENGINEERING.NYU.EDU/GRAD/CS-BRIDGE
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Stationery
LETTERHEAD

6”
4”
1”

1”

.5”
ANDREW BATES
Industry Associate Professor

Tandon School of Engineering
6 MetroTech Center
Brooklyn, NY 11201
P: 718 260 3864
M: 718 260 0000
F: 718 260 0000
abates@nyu.edu
engineering.nyu.edu

Dear Mr. Pleasant,

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Aenean a tortor urna. Maecenas tristique, ipsum eu scelerisque
scelerisque, lacus urna laoreet elit, non scelerisque orci odio sed tellus. Praesent pretium, magna vel lacinia volutpat,
ligula tellus malesuada orci, eget iaculis purus mi ut dui. Curabitur id augue laoreet justo dignissim aliquet. Vestibulum a
mauris eu neque pellentesque ullamcorper semper non orci. Fusce pharetra fermentum ultricies. Fusce eu neque a massa
consectetur sagittis. Suspendisse potenti. In odio justo, venenatis in tempus at, fermentum quis erat. Vestibulum dictum,
lectus sit amet imperdiet laoreet, leo magna fermentum quam, id sodales leo lectus nec nisl. In diam sapien, cursus eu
feugiat at, egestas sit amet enim. Suspendisse.

Maecenas in dui nec arcu porttitor facilisis. Donec eros tortor, lobortis vitae laoreet eu, aliquam eu ante. Nunc tempor,
lectus vitae sagittis tincidunt, quam massa bibendum nunc, at volutpat tellus enim in diam. Cum sociis natoque penatibus
et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Proin cursus facilisis tempor. Mauris vitae arcu enim. Nam odio
orci, pulvinar at condimentum sed, ultrices ut elit. Nunc commodo feugiat porta. In hac habitasse platea dictumst.

Nulla facilisi. Ut sed nisi metus. Nulla facilisi. Mauris fermentum urna a ipsum volutpat dignissim. Donec volutpat
venenatis libero in condimentum. Nulla facilisi. Phasellus suscipit mi vitae tellus vulputate sit amet mollis velit malesuada. Phasellus at ullamcorper magna. In mauris dui, ultricies vel pellentesque a, facilisis at odio. Cras imperdiet erat eu
urna tincidunt quis tristique ante convallis. In at metus odio.

Sincerely,

Full Name, Title
Contact Details if needed

Department of Civil Engineering
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CENTERS & INSTITUTES
Centers and Institutes must use the official NYU Tandon letterhead. The identity of a Center or Institute
is allowed to appear in the footer of the letterhead but never at the top alongside the official NYU Tandon Logo.

ANDREW BATES
Industry Associate Professor

Tandon School of Engineering
6 MetroTech Center
Brooklyn, NY 11201
P: 718 260 3864
M: 718 260 0000
F: 718 260 0000
abates@nyu.edu
engineering.nyu.edu

Dear Mr. Pleasant,

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Aenean a tortor urna. Maecenas tristique, ipsum eu scelerisque
scelerisque, lacus urna laoreet elit, non scelerisque orci odio sed tellus. Praesent pretium, magna vel lacinia volutpat,
ligula tellus malesuada orci, eget iaculis purus mi ut dui. Curabitur id augue laoreet justo dignissim aliquet. Vestibulum a
mauris eu neque pellentesque ullamcorper semper non orci. Fusce pharetra fermentum ultricies. Fusce eu neque a massa
consectetur sagittis. Suspendisse potenti. In odio justo, venenatis in tempus at, fermentum quis erat. Vestibulum dictum,
lectus sit amet imperdiet laoreet, leo magna fermentum quam, id sodales leo lectus nec nisl. In diam sapien, cursus eu
feugiat at, egestas sit amet enim. Suspendisse.

Maecenas in dui nec arcu porttitor facilisis. Donec eros tortor, lobortis vitae laoreet eu, aliquam eu ante. Nunc tempor,
lectus vitae sagittis tincidunt, quam massa bibendum nunc, at volutpat tellus enim in diam. Cum sociis natoque penatibus
et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Proin cursus facilisis tempor. Mauris vitae arcu enim. Nam odio
orci, pulvinar at condimentum sed, ultrices ut elit. Nunc commodo feugiat porta. In hac habitasse platea dictumst.

Nulla facilisi. Ut sed nisi metus. Nulla facilisi. Mauris fermentum urna a ipsum volutpat dignissim. Donec volutpat
venenatis libero in condimentum. Nulla facilisi. Phasellus suscipit mi vitae tellus vulputate sit amet mollis velit malesuada. Phasellus at ullamcorper magna. In mauris dui, ultricies vel pellentesque a, facilisis at odio. Cras imperdiet erat eu
urna tincidunt quis tristique ante convallis. In at metus odio.

Sincerely,

Full Name, Title
Contact Details if needed

NYU TANDON SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING • CIVIL AND URBAN ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

C2SMART DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Final Logo Lock-ups Color

CONNECTED CITIES WITH
SMART TRANSPORTATION

VIA COLLECTIVE
594 DEAN STREET • BROOKLYN NY 11238
WWW.VIACOLLECTIVE.COM • 646.930.4273

10.12.2017

PAGE 4
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Stationery
BUSINESS CARD
.6632”
.1875”
.375”

.1875”
.375”
.125”

Minimum Title/Department Field

Maximum Title/Department Field
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ERING DEPARTMENT

DO NOT USE MULTIPLE LOGOS

LOGO

LOGO

ANDREW BATES
Industry Associate Professor
Department of Civil Engineering

ANDREW BATES
Industry Associate Professor
Department of Civil Engineering

Tandon School of Engineering
6 MetroTech Center
Brooklyn, NY 11201

Tandon School of Engineering
6 MetroTech Center
Brooklyn, NY 11201

P: 718 260 3864 M: 718 260 0000 F: 718 260 0000
abates@nyu.edu
engineering.nyu.edu

P: 718 260 3864 M: 718 260 0000 F: 718 260 0000
abates@nyu.edu
engineering.nyu.edu

CENTERS AND INSTITUTES

C2SMART DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Stationery Elements Business Cards Option B

Option B

KAAN OZBAY, PH.D
Professor & Director

NYU TANDON SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING • CIVIL AND URBAN ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

Centers and Institutes must use the official NYU Tandon business card template.
Do not place the NYU Tandon Logo and your branded identity on the front of the card.

Department of Civil and Urban Engineering
15 MetroTech
Center,
6thEngineering
Floor
Department
of Civil and
Urban
Brooklyn,
NY 6th
11201Floor Brooklyn, NY 11201
15 MetroTech
Center,

Department of Civil and
15 MetroTech
Center,
6th
Department
of Civil and
Urban
Brooklyn,
NY 6th
11201Floor B
15 MetroTech
Center,

KAAN OZBAY, PH.D
Professor & Director

P: 646.997.3691
646.997.3691
| kaan.ozbay@nuy.edu
kaan.ozbay@nuy.edu
c2smart.engineerings.nyu.edu
c2smart.engineerings.nyu.edu

BACK

FRONT

10.12.2017

PAGE 32

P: 646.997.3691
646.997.3691
| kaan.ozbay@nu
kaan.ozbay@nuy.edu
c2smart.engineerings.nyu.edu
c2smart.engineerings.ny

BACK

Center for
Cyber Security

VIA COLLECTIVE
594 DEAN STREET • BROOKLYN NY 11238
WWW.VIACOLLECTIVE.COM • 646.930.4273
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Typography
PRIMARY FONTS
Gotham and Mercury Text fonts are part of the NYU identity and are used in business communications. It is not necessary to always use these
two fonts in your communications. Other fonts can be used to match the style and tone of the design.

GOTHAM

MERCURY TEXT

Gotham is a vernacular sans serif type
designed at the Greenwich Village type
foundry of Hoefler & Frere-Jones between
2002 and 2004. Influenced by architectural
and commercial signage in New York
City, this type style strikes a modern and
forthright tone in keeping with a prominent
aspect of the NYU mission—it suggests the
energy and exuberance of NYU and New
York City. A range of weights and styles is
available in the Gotham family, lending it
versatility and adaptability to a variety of
messaging needs

The product of nine years’ research and
development working with hundreds of
publications around the world, Mercury Text
is a family of high-performance text faces
designed to thrive under the most adverse
conditions. Originally designed for newspapers
that have so many different kinds of complex
information, it possesses an expressive palette
of typefaces to choose from. But because
newspapers are produced with such expediency,
they also demand manageable type families
whose styles behave in predictable ways.

GOTHAM LIGHT

MERCURY TEXT ROMAN

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

GOTHAM BOOK

MERCURY TEXT ROMAN ITALIC

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

GOTHAM MEDIUM

MERCURY TEXT BOLD

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

GOTHAM BOLD

MERCURY TEXT BOLD ITALIC

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

typography.com
The Gotham and Mercury Text font families can be purchased directly from the type foundry, Hoeﬂer & Co.
At this time, the University does not have an institutional license.
The Gotham 1 bundle that includes eight styles is available for use on one computer for the price of $199.
The Mercury Text bundle, which includes nine styles, is available for use on one computer for the price of $199.
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USING TYPE

Leading

12 pt. type

Leading should not be too loose because it

28 pt. leading

creates too much of a pause between lines.

12 pt. type

When leading is too tight, it leaves too little
pause between lines.

9 pt. leading

12 pt. type
16 pt. leading

When leading is set correctly, it makes the
sentences easier to follow.

Tracking

+80
tracking

-100
tracking

-10
tracking

Tra cking that is t oo loose le av es to o
much spa ce bet we en lett ers.

Tracking that oo
is t tight lea
ves too little spac
e
between let
ters.
Tracking that is set just right looks better
and reads easier.

Justified Copy

Justified c opy is d ifficult to d o well. It
can create lines o f copy w ith large and
inconsistent spaces b etween w ords,
which makes it h arder to r ead a nd
asthetically unpleasing.

For comfortable reading, we
recommend ﬂush left body copy, which
will create consistent word spacing
that looks better and reduces reader
eye fatigue.

Line Length

Lines of copy should not betoo long. It makes it difficultto follow from one line to the next without losing
your place when reading. Copy should be easy to follow from the end of one lineto the beginning of the next.

For comfortable reading, we recommend line
lengths that allow for approximately seven to
nine words per line. This is especially true for
longer-format body copy, where keeping one’s
place while reading is important.
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Departments
Curricula at NYU Tandon is organized in 10 departments:
• Applied Physics

• Finance and Risk Engineering

• Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering

• Mathematics

• Civil and Urban Engineering

• Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

• Computer Science and Engineering

• Technology Management and Innovation

• Electrical and Computer Engineering

• Technology, Culture and Society

IDENTITY
A mark of a Department is a typeseting of their name in Gothom Book and Gothom Bold as shown in the example below.
The typesetting of a Department’s name must stand alone and can not be accompanied by any icon or ornaments.

Gotham Book and Gotham Bold are
preferable to represent departments.

EXAMPLE OF SIGNAGE
Internal signage within an NYU Tandon location does not require the NYU Tandon logo.
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Administrative Units
Administrative Units can typeset their name in Gotham Bold or Light.

Office of Student Activities
& Resource Center
Academic Advisement Center
Bern Dibner Library of
Science and Technology
EXAMPLE OF EMAIL HEADERS
Names of Administrative Units are set in Gotham Book for email headers.

Academic Advisement Center

Bern Dibner Library of Science
and Technology
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Faculty Labs & Groups
Faculty-lead labs and groups can typeset their name in Gotham Bold.

Composite Materials
and Mechanics Laboratory

MicroParticle PhotoPhysics
Laboratory for BioPhotonics
Game Innovation Lab

Mijović Research Group
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Centers & Institutes
Centers and institutes are entities as recognized by the Office of Innovation and Entrepreneurship.
As of October 2017, NYU Tandon has seven recognized Centers and Institutes:
• AI.Now
• Center for Advanced Technology in Telecommunications (CATT)
• Connected Cities for Smart Mobility toward Accessible and Resilient Transportation (C2SMART)
• The Governance Lab (The GovLab)
• NYU Center for Cybersecurity (CCS)
• NYU WIRELESS
• Visualization and Data Analytics (ViDA) Lab
C SMART DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
Identity for Centers and Institutes must employ use of the Gotham Font family. Colors must be

NYU TANDON SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING • CIVIL AND URBAN ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

2

approved
colors
in the University style guide.
Final Logo
Lock-ups
Color

EXAMPLE

C2SMART uses Gotham Rounded Light and employs
colors from the Central NYU Brand Guide.

CONNECTED CITIES WITH
SMART TRANSPORTATION

GENERAL GUIDELINES

1.

IDENTITY

5. SIGNAGE

Centers and Institutes are allowed to create their own

10.12.2017
4
Internal signage of the identity
of aPAGE
Center
or Institute

identity but must employ use of the Gotham font

need not accompany the official NYU Tandon Logo

family. Colors must be approved colors according

as long as the physical space of the Center or Institute

to the University style guide.

exists in an NYU Tandon location and branded as such

VIA COLLECTIVE
594 DEAN STREET • BROOKLYN NY 11238
WWW.VIACOLLECTIVE.COM • 646.930.4273

elsewhere. Otherwise, the identity should accompany

2. PRINT COLLATERAL

the official NYU Tandon logo.

Placement of their identity must be accompanied
by the official, unaltered NYU Tandon logo on any

6. WEB

externally marketed document. All external marketing

Centers and Institutes are allowed to place their identity

must come through the NYU Tandon Marketing and

at the top of their website with the official NYU Tandon

Communications Office for approval.

Logo present either at the top-right or bottom-left of
said website. The background color of the header of the

3. STATIONARY

website must be NYU violet.

Centers and Institutes must use the official NYU
Tandon letterhead. The identity of a Center or Institute

7.

URL

is allowed to appear in the footer of the letterhead but

URLs Centers and Institutes must appear as subdomains

never at the top alongside the official NYU Tandon logo.

of NYU Tandon’s website (engineering.nyu.edu).

4. BUSINESS CARDS

Examples:

Centers and Institutes must use the official NYU Tandon

c2smart.engineering.nyu.edu

business card template. The identity for a Center

wireless.engineering.nyu.edu

or Institute can appear on the back of the business
card but never on the front alongside the official
NYU Tandon logo.
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Outlying Entities
As a rule of thumb, Outlying Entities are non-academic centers who require special branding
due to more set conditions or other criteria. Therefore, these entities are allowed their
own brand identity. All other branding elements must be approved by the NYU Tandon Marketing
and Communications Office.
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In Print
CENTERS & INSTITUTES

Placement of the identity must be accompanied by the official, unaltered NYU Tandon Logo
on any externally marketed document. All external marketing must come through the NYU Tandon
Marketing and Communications Office for approval.

Center for
Cyber Security

Special Report | June 2016

Cyber Security and Privacy
Domestic and Foreign Challenges

LAW | STEINHARDT | TANDON

for an initiative that
us and cross school.
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In Print
DEPARTMENTAL PRINT MESSAGING EXAMPLE
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MAGAZINE OR JOURNAL PRINT AD EXAMPLE
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SECURITY

Events
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For Departments, Centers, and Institutes: internal signage within an NYU Tandon
location does not require the NYU Tandon logo alongside their identity.

Example of a table banner outside an NYU Tandon location.
The NYU Tandon Logo is necessary.

Example of a table banner within an NYU Tandon location
(Note that the NYU Tandon Logo is not necessary)
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Social Media
OFFICIAL SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILE IMAGES
For School-wide marketing, messaging, and communications. Presence on the official school of engineering profile pages.
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DEPARTMENT SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILE OPTION 1

TANDON

FRE

TANDON

FRE

Font - Gotham: Extra Light 58p
t

- Font point size will vary depending on length of acronym. Font-weight should always be Extra Ligh
t.

DEPARTMENT SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILE OPTION 2

TANDON
FINANCE &
RISK ENGINEERING
TANDON
FINANCE &
RISK ENGINEERING

Font - Gotham: Light 11pt

- Font point size will vary depending on length of name. Font-weight should always be Light.

Please write out the full name of your department in your social media profile title and/or description regardless of which of
the two options above are employed.
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Email
SIGNATURES

Keep email signatures simple. Don’t get overly complex when formatting your email signatures and keep
the number of lines to a minimum.

Administration Signature Examples

-John Salmons
Assistant Vice President and Dean of Admissions

NYU Tandon School of Engineering
P: 212-998-4584
M: 650-380-2563
engineering. nyu.edu/admissions

-Sheila Turner
Social Media and Mobile Product Administrator
Digital Communications Group
NYU Tandon School of Engineering
P: 212-992-9970
@nyuniversity
@nyudigicomm
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EMAIL MARKETING TEMPLATES

EMAIL NEWSLETTER: School wide

EMAIL NEWSLETTER: Department and Center Specific

volume 1, issure 1

The Center for

Interdisciplinary Studies
in Security and Privacy

IN THE NEWS

FEATURED IN FAST COMPANY

LEAD IN HEADLING GOES HERE

THIS APP COULD MEAN YOU'LL NEVER GET CAUGHT
BLINKING IN A PHOTO AGAIN

Text thatwill be placed into the document. This is text that
can be put together to recreate the text that will be placed
into the This is text that can be put together to recreate the
text thatwill be placed into the document. This is text that
can be put together to recreaten be put together to recreate
the text thatwill be placed into the document.
Read More >>

Text thatwill be placed into the document. This is text that
can be put together to recreate the text that will be placed
into the document. This is text that can be put together to
recreate the text thatwill be placed into the document.This is
text that can be put together to recreate the text that will be
placed into the document. This is text that can be put
together to recreate the text that will be the docum.
Read More >>

Your Profile & E-mail Preferences | Unsubscribe
You were added to the system on January 31, 2011. For more information click here.

Your Profile & E-mail Preferences | Unsubscribe
You were added to the system on January 31, 2011. For more information click here.
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On the Web
DEPARTMENTS & ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS

• Department specific graphics (NOT

• Domain redirects are allowed, however,

LOGOS) are allowed and encouraged to

full domain name masking that gets rid

provide distinctions if necessary between

of the ‘.nyu.edu’ portion of the url are

your services and others. Such graphics

only allowed on a case by case basis

can be used In your landing page images

and are rare.

below page header and navigation.
They should not compete with the official
school logo in the website header.
• We do not allow administrative units
to run their own hosting servers without
a Tandon System Admin. Our AWS servers
are full service and also come with the
support of our System Admin Consultant.
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• Administrative units must adhere to
on-brand aesthetics and messaging with
guidance and support from the Marketing
and Communications team. This includes
colors, layout, typography, and content.
• Administrative Units aren’t allowed
their own Brand Identity.

CENTERS & INSTITUTES
Centers and Institutes are allowed to place their identity at the top of their website with the official NYU Tandon Logo
present either at the top-right or bottom-left of said website. The background color of the header of the website must be
NYU violet.
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On the Web
DO NOT USE MORE THAN ONE VERSION OF THE LOGO

It’s not necessary to use more than one university logo.

FULL SCHOOL NAME
INCLUDING DONOR
ABOUT | ADMISSIONS | ACADEMICS | FACULTY | CAREER | GIVING | ALUMNI

QUICK LINKS

ON THE WEB

About
Student Affairs
Locations
School Policies
Contact Us

On Facebook
On Twitter
On YouTube

SCHOOL
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DO NOT USE MULTIPLE SCHOOL LOGOS
One NYU logo clearly communicates that this is an NYU initiative.

Original with old logos

Incorrect use of multiple school logos

ARTS & SCIENCE | DENTISTRY | GALLATIN | NURSING
SCPS | STENHARTDT | SILVER | STERN | WAGNER

Correct use of one NYU logo, which uses typography to identify various participants
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The Wall
Examples of good uses of the logo

Recess Notice
Energy Savings Plan

To save energy,
building systems
are reduced
during recess.
What can you expect?
Redundant elevators will be shut down
Lighting will be reduced in low traffic areas
Unused spaces will not be air conditioned

To report any concerns, please call FCM Client Support Center
at 212-998-1001 or email contactcsc@nyu.edu.
We apologize for any inconvenience.

Leadership is
about how we
shape futures
that we truly
desire.
—Peter Senge

#nyuleaders
N Y U L E A D E R S H I P I N I T I AT I V E

DISCOVER
THE POWER OF

PUBLIC

SERVICE
Explore NYU Wagner’s summer courses.
Change the world.

Register
today via
Albert!
wagner.nyu.edu/undergrad
Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service
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GOT QUESTIONS?
sheldon.smith@nyu.edu
engineering.nyu.edu/services/communications/identity
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